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Abstract—In this paper, a novel multilead (ML) based automatic strategy for delineation of ECG boundaries is proposed and evaluated with respect to the QRS and T-wave boundaries. The ML strategy is designed from a single-lead (SL) wavelet-transform-based delineation system. It departs from three orthogonal leads and takes advantage of the spatial information provided using a derived lead better fitted for delineation. SL delineation is then applied over this optimal derived lead. The ML strategy produces a reduced error dispersion compared to SL results, thus providing more robust, accurate, and stable boundary locations than any electrocardiographic lead by itself and outperforming strategies based on lead selection rules after SL delineation.

Index Terms—Derived lead, loop, multilead (ML), ECG, vectorcardiogram (VCG), wave delineation, wavelet transform (WT).

I. INTRODUCTION

The different phases of the heart’s electrical activity are mapped to the waves in the ECG, typically known as P, Q, R, S, and T waves. The delineation of the ECG characteristic waves in each cardiac beat consists of detecting their peaks and boundaries (onset and end), and it also provides fundamental features to derive clinically useful information, namely about the duration of the electrical phenomena and their beat-to-beat evolution.

The detection of the QRS complex is the first and the most straightforward stage of any delineation system. The beat location is defined by the mark of the QRS complex main wave (usually the R wave), and the search for peaks and boundaries of the ECG waves is usually performed within temporal windows referred to the QRS position. Especially problematic due to the low SNR is the delineation of low-amplitude smooth wave boundaries, as it is usually the case of the T-wave end. Furthermore, there are no standard clear rules to locate the waves’ boundaries, and this makes systematizing the delineation more difficult. Automatic methodologies allow one to avoid intra/interobserver variability, and therefore, developing accurate and robust methods for ECG automatic delineation is a topic of main interest. A wide diversity of algorithms for QRS detection and different delineation approaches have been proposed, regarding some or all of the ECG waves and limits. In particular, an automatic single-lead (SL) delineation system, which generalizes the wavelet transform (WT) based methodology of [1], was presented in [2]. The method in [2] is able to determine and locate the peaks and boundaries of the QRS complex (namely identifying its individual waves), and of P and T waves. We refer to the ability of the algorithm to deal with various P and T wave morphologies, namely positive, inverted, biphasic, accounting for different morphologies. The WT provides a description of the signal in the time-scale domain, thereby allowing the representation of its temporal features at different resolutions (scales) according to their frequency content. Thus, regarding the purpose of locating different waves with typical frequency characteristics, the WT is a suitable tool for ECG automatic delineation.

According to the dipolar hypothesis, the electrical activity of the heart can be approximated by a time-variant electrical dipole, called the electrical heart vector (EHV). Thus, the voltage measured at a given lead would be the projection of the EHV into the unitary vector defined by the lead axis [3]. Choosing a particular lead for ECG delineation determines a point of view over the cardiac phenomena, and different latencies on the waves’ onsets and ends are found in different leads. Nevertheless, the onset and end of the cardiac electric phenomena are indeed unique, and therefore, a global feature for all the leads. Thus, adequately combining the information provided by multiple leads is essential for the correct location of lead-independent waves’ boundaries. The SL system [2] includes postprocessing decision rules to deal with multilead (ML) files by choosing global marks based on the SL-based sets of locations. However, this system is not truly ML, and it requires to apply the SL methodology to a large number of leads.

In this paper, an actual ML methodology regarding boundaries location is proposed and validated. The ML approach departs from the SL system and attends to the spatial characteristics of the different available leads, aiming to achieve a more robust delineation. This ML system was partially validated and
compared with other approaches as part of the “PhysioNet/ computers in cardiology challenge 2006: QT interval measurement” competition [4].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. SL Delineation

The SL-based delineation system is described in detail elsewhere [2], and only general features are referred to here. The discrete dyadic WT is implemented using the algorithm altnrous to maintain temporal resolution at different scales. The wavelet-equivalent filter for each scale is resampled to keep the frequency band response independent of the sampling frequency. To combine 12 SL delineated waves (or wavelets) of EHV variations at a wave boundary, a median postprocessing selection rule over SL-based windows resulting from their spatial orientation is considered. The WT prototype used, the WT loop of the best straight linear fit to all points in the WT loop for a given scale \( 2^m \), \( m \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots \} \), as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and (d). As a consequence of the WT prototype used, the WT loop \( \mathbf{w}_m[n] \in \mathbb{W} \) is proportional to the VCG derivative and describes the velocity of evolution of the EHV in a time interval \( W \).

B. SL Selection Rule for ML Signals

To deal with ML signals and obtain global marks for peak location, a median postprocessing selection rule over SL-based locations is used. For boundaries location, the possibly different latencies between leads resulting from their spatial orientation need to be taken into account. Thus, the postprocessing rules for boundaries consist of ordering the SL annotations and selecting as the onset (end) of a wave the first (last) annotation whose \( k \) nearest neighbors lay within a \( \delta \) ms interval. To combine 12 SL annotations, \( k = 3, \delta = 10 \) ms were used for QRS onset, and \( \delta = 12 \) ms for QRS onset and T end [5].

C. ML Delineation

The ML delineation system proposed here considers three simultaneous orthogonal leads: \( x[n], y[n], \) and \( z[n] \). The vectorcardiogram (VCG) is an EHV’s canonical representation defined by three orthogonal leads [3], which are usually acquired as the corrected Frank leads, and is given by

\[
\mathbf{s}[n] = [x[n], y[n], z[n]]^T.
\]

Fig. 1. Example of SL delineation of T-wave boundaries: \( n_{f} \) denotes T-wave peak (zero crossing of the WT), \( n_{e} \) and \( n_{l} \) the first and last significant WT slopes associated with the T wave, \( n_{o} \) and \( n_{e} \) the T-wave onset and end, and \( \xi_{0} \) and \( \xi_{e} \) the thresholds for T-wave boundaries. Note that T-wave end is marked using criterion 1) while T-wave onset satisfies criterion 2).

An example of a beat according to the Frank leads and the respective VCG spatial loop for a T wave is plotted in Fig. 2(a) and (c).

A spatial WT loop in a time window \( W \) is given by

\[
\mathbf{w}_m[n] = [w_{x,m}[n], w_{y,m}[n], w_{z,m}[n]]^T
\]

for a given scale \( 2^m \) \( m \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots \} \) as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and (d). As a consequence of the WT prototype used, the WT loop \( \mathbf{w}_m[n] \in \mathbb{W} \) is proportional to the VCG derivative and describes the velocity of evolution of the EHV in a time interval \( W \).

Assuming that the noise is spatially homogeneous, the direction with maximum projection of the WT in the region close to the wave boundary would define the ECG lead maximizing the local SNR, and thus, the most appropriate for boundary delineation. The main direction \( \mathbf{u} = [u_x, u_y, u_z]^T \) of EHV variations at a scale \( 2^m \) on any time interval \( W \) is given by the director vector of the best straight linear fit to all points in the WT loop \( \mathbf{w}_m[n] \) [Fig. 2(d)]. By adequately choosing the time interval \( W \), it is possible to find the \( \mathbf{u} \) corresponding to the lead most suited for delineation purposes. It should be noted that the time intervals \( I \) (used for projecting) and \( W \) (used for linear fitting) can be different, depending on each wave’s specificity.

The strategy proposed for ML boundary delineation using WT loops is based on a multistep iterative search for a better spatial lead for delineation improvement (with steeper slopes), particularized for each boundary. At each step (i), the vector \( \mathbf{u}^{(i)} \) is determined separately for each beat and boundary, by adapting and updating the interval \( W \), defined specifically for each wave and boundary, in a way to increase the SNR and ensure steep slopes in \( w_{d,m}[n] \) obtained by (4). The goal is to construct a derived wavelet signal well suited for boundaries location, using the same detection criteria as in the SL delineator.\(^1\)

\(^1\)SL-threshold-based criteria were applied as reported in [2] except for T-wave end with \( \xi_{e}(m) = 0.25 w_{x,m}[n]^{(1)} \).
Considering the VCG loop $s[n]$ in any time interval $I$, a derived lead $d[n]$ defined by the axis $u$ can be constructed by projecting the points of the VCG loop

$$d[n] = \frac{s^T[n]u}{\|u\|}, \quad n \in I. \quad (3)$$

The variable $d[n]$ combines the information provided by the three leads in $s[n]$. Instead, the WT loop ($w_m[n]$) can be projected, and a derived wavelet signal $w_{d,m}[n]$, corresponding to the ECG lead defined by the axis $u$, can be constructed as

$$w_{d,m}[n] = \frac{w_m^T[n]u}{\|u\|}, \quad n \in I. \quad (4)$$

1) **General Algorithm for ML Boundary Location:** For each beat and boundary, the following strategy is applied (particular details for each boundary are described in later sections).

**INITIALIZATION**

$a_0$) An initial search window adequate to find the EHV’s main direction in the boundary is defined as $W^{(1)}$.

$b_0$) The initial main direction of EHV variations $u^{(1)}$ is estimated using the adequate scale $2^m$, as the best line fit in total least squares (TLS) sense [6] to $w_m[n] | n \in W^{(1)}$.

$c_0$) The loop $w_m[n] | n \in [\text{QRS}^k - 1, \text{QRS}^k + 1]$, with $\text{QRS}^k$ being the median of SL-derived locations for the QRS complex in the $k$th beat, is projected over $u^{(1)}$ to construct the new derived WT signal $w_{d,m}^{(1)}[n]$. $d_0$) SL delineation over $w_{d,m}^{(1)}[n]$ allows to locate $n_a^{(1)}$ or $n_e^{(1)}$, the boundary position at step 1.

**ITERATION—STEP (i)**

a) The search window $W^{(i)}$ is updated while attending to the boundary location provided by the previous step $(i-1)$.

b) The main direction of EHV variations $u^{(i)}$ is estimated as the TLS best line fit to $w_m[n], n \in W^{(i)}$.

c) The new derived WT signal $w_{d,m}^{(i)}[n]$ is constructed by projecting the loop $w_m[n] | n \in [\text{QRS}^{(i-1)} - 1, \text{QRS}^{(i-1)} + 1]$.

d) If $w_{d,m}^{(i-1)}[n]$ is less fitted for boundary location than $w_{d,m}^{(i-1)}[n]$, OR no significant maximum of $w_{d,m}^{(i)}[n]$ was found THEN $n_a^{(i-1)}$ or $n_e^{(i-1)}$ (found in the previous step) is adopted as ML mark; STOP; ELSE SL delineation of the boundary is performed over $w_{d,m}^{(i)}[n]$ to find $n_a^{(i)}$ or $n_e^{(i)}$ updated marks.

e) IF no relevant change is found in the boundary location THEN $n_a^{(i)}$ or $n_e^{(i)}$ is adopted as ML mark; STOP; ELSE REPEAT from a).

In the traditional least-squares criteria, it is assumed that errors occur in only one observed variable, while the other variables are exactly known. However, all the three signals used to define the WT loop of (2) are representations of observed ECG leads that can contain noise contamination. The TLS fitting does not assume that some variables are error-free and minimizes the distance between each observation and the fitted line (orthogonal deviations are considered [6]), as illustrated in Fig. 2(d). It must be also remarked that the use of WT loop to base the lead direction instead of taking directly the VCG loop is relevant, as it allows to avoid the high- and low-frequency noise contamination, and thus, produces a more accurate lead selection for delineation [Fig. 2(c) and (d)]. In addition, if the Frank leads were not recorded:

1) Frank leads can also be synthesized from the standard 12-lead system [7];

2) the ML delineation methodology can be applied over any set of three ECG orthogonal leads;

3) considering WT loops in a 2-D plane instead of in a 3-D space is also possible, thus allowing to apply this methodology to any two ECG orthogonal leads.

In cases of extreme noise or with very poor signal amplitude, the lead search can fail in finding the optimal projection, giving
inconsistent boundaries (e.g., an onset after the wave peak). These boundaries were discarded.

2) Specific Parameters for QRS Complex Boundaries: ML location of the QRS boundaries is performed using the WT loop at scale $2^2$, as illustrated for QRS onset in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a). Let us define $n_{QRS,o}(0)$ as the earliest (latest) QRS onset (end) location given by the SL methods (over each orthogonal lead) and $n_{QRS,f}(0)$ is the earliest (latest) significant maximum modulus location. The initial search window for QRS onset and end is taken as

$$W^{(1)} = Q^{(1)} = \left[ n_{QRS,o}^{(0)} - 4s_{CSE(QRS_{on})}, n_{QRS,f}^{(0)} \right]$$

$$W^{(1)} = S^{(1)} = \left[ n_{QRS,t}^{(0)}, n_{QRS,e}^{(0)} + 4s_{CSE(QRS_{end})} \right]$$

respectively, where $s_{CSE(QRS_{on})} = 3.25$ ms and $s_{CSE(QRS_{end})} = 5.8$ ms are the standard deviation tolerance values provided in [8]. At each iteration $(i)$, the search window is updated

$$W^{(i)} = Q^{(i)} = \left[ n_{QRS,o}^{(i-1)} - 4s_{CSE(QRS_{on})}, n_{QRS,f}^{(i-1)} \right]$$

$$W^{(i)} = S^{(i)} = \left[ n_{QRS,t}^{(i-1)}, n_{QRS,e}^{(i-1)} + 4s_{CSE(QRS_{end})} \right]$$

where $n_{QRS,o}^{(i-1)}$ is the QRS onset (end) position found at step $(i-1)$ and $n_{QRS,f}^{(i-1)}$ is the location of the first (last) significant maximum modulus of $w_{d,m}^{(i-1)}$.

IF $n_{QRS,f}^{(i)}$ has the same polarity as $n_{QRS_f}^{(i-1)}$, its first (last) significant maximum modulus of $w_{d,m}^{(i-1)}$, equal or lower amplitude, and QRS complex morphology

Fig. 3. Example of ML delineation (files from CSEDB database [9]): WT loops and the direction of the best line fit at the initial and final step $(i = 2)$. (a) ML QRS onset location. (b) ML T end location.

Fig. 4. Comparison between SL and ML delineation: ECG in orthogonal leads $x[n], y[n], z[n]$, the corresponding WT signals $w_{x,m}[n], w_{y,m}[n], w_{z,m}[n]$, the derived ECG signals $d_{1}^{(1)}[n], d_{1}^{(1)}[n]$, and WT signals $w_{d,m}^{(1)}[n], w_{d,m}^{(2)}[n]$, following the directions of vectors $u^{(1)}$ and $u^{(1)}$ found for the $k$th beat (Fig. 3), respectively, for QRS onset and T-wave end. Vertical dashed lines stands for the mark found in the respective lead, solid line stands for median referee marks, and the stars stands for the first (last) significant maximum modulus in the constructed lead. (a) QRS onset delineation $(m = 2, n$ is an arbitrary neighborhood of the QRS complex for the $k$th beat), $i = 2$. (b) T end delineation $(m = 4, n \in Tw_{[1]}, i = 2)$. 
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includes a Q (S) wave, it is considered that the lead constructed at step \((i)\) is not better for QRS onset (end) location than that constructed at step \((i - 1)\) and the iteration STOP criterion of d) is applied. The iteration STOP criterion of e) is applied if the same location is achieved for three iterations.

3) Specific Parameters for T-Wave Boundaries: ML delineation of T-wave boundaries is illustrated for the T end in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b). Scale \(2^m = 2^5\) is considered if in the SL delineation, the scale \(2^5\) was used for T-wave detection for at least two out of the three leads, and \(m = 4\) otherwise [2]. The T-wave morphology is typically more simple; thus, a single initial search window \(W^{(1)} = T_o^{(1)} = T_e^{(1)}\), taken as the union of the SL search windows on the orthogonal leads, is considered for each beat, both regarding the wave’s onset and end. The search window for T onset at iteration \((i)\) is updated as

\[
W^{(i)} = T_o^{(i)} = \left[ n_T^{(i-1)} - 4s_{CSE}(T_{on}); n_T^{(i-1)} \right]
\]

and the search window for T end is actualized as

\[
W^{(i)} = T_e^{(i)} = \left[ n_T^{(i-1)}; n_T^{(i-1)} + 4s_{CSE}(T_{end}) \right]
\]

where \(n_T^{(i)}\) is the T onset (end) position, according to iteration \((i - 1)\), \(n_T^{(i-1)}\) is the location of the first (last) significant maximum modulus, associated with the T wave in \(n_{d,m}^{(i-1)}\), and \(s_{CSE(T_{on})} = s_{CSE(T_{end})}\) is the tolerance value given in [8] for T-wave end (no tolerance value for T-wave onset was given).

If \(n_T^{(i-1)}\) has equal or lower amplitude than \(n_T^{(i-1)}\), it is considered that the lead constructed at step \((i)\) is not better for T onset (end) location than that constructed at step \((i - 1)\), and applied the iteration STOP criterion of d). The iteration STOP criterion e) is applied if the locations in two consecutive steps differ by less than two samples.

D. Validation

The evaluation of the automatic delineation strategies was performed over real files from the available manually annotated ECG databases (as the true onsets and end on clinical ECG signals are unknown). Two standard databases have been repeatedly used for evaluation of ECG delineation systems: the Common Standards for Electrocardiography ML measurement database (CSEDB [9], 42 short signals in 15 leads at 500 Hz) and the QT database (QTDB [10], 105 files, 15 min long, in two leads at 250 Hz). In CSEDB, manual annotations were made by five cardiologists having in view all the available leads (ML-based); for a beat per file are provided median referee annotations after an elaborated reviewing scheme of four rounds with outlier rejection, designed to reduce intra- and interobserver variability. QTDB included annotations from two cardiologists, but only the first referee is considered here, who provided marks for at least 30 beats per file (in a total of more than 3600 annotated beats). More recently, the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) database (PTBDB, 549 files at 1000 Hz) has also been manually annotated in the context of the “PhysioNet/computers in cardiology challenge 2006: QT interval measurement” competition [11]. A set of reference annotations (one beat per file) was published in [12], consisting of SL manual annotations for QRS onset and T-wave end (based on lead II), done by four cardiologists and one biomedical engineer, and a median referee annotation (after outlier rejection). According to [12], in more than 15% of the records in PTBDB, no T wave could be definitely recognized in lead II, and, in such a case, the referees were instructed to mark the T-wave end as a group at one of the leads where the T wave was better manifested.

The delineation system was validated over these three databases by comparing the automatic marks found with the provided referee marks. It should be remarked that not all beats are annotated, nor all waves and boundaries are given for each annotated beat. In CSEDB, a total of 42 beats are partially annotated, including 32 complex QRS onsets, and 26 ends and 27 T-wave ends, with no T onsets. In QTDB, more than 3600 annotated beats are provided; nevertheless, given marks also vary from beat to beat. In PTBDB, only the QRS onset and T-wave end are available, in one beat per file, and, in six of those, the first beat, which is not reliable for WT methods due to border effect, is annotated; thus, only 542 beats can be considered.

In CSEDB and PTBDB databases, three different VCG systems were considered: lead set F—defined by recorded orthogonal Frank leads (X,Y,Z); lead set M—defined by leads V5, aVF, and V2, a subset of three mutually orthogonal leads out of the standard 12-lead system; lead set D—defined by the synthesized orthogonal leads (X,Y,Z) from the 12-lead system, by using the coefficients provided by the inverse Dower matrix [7]. These VCG systems were chosen because they are defined by well-known leads, which are likely to be familiar to clinicians, but any other combination of three orthogonal leads could be used instead, and other transformations from 12 to 3 leads rather than Dower matrix can be considered. The ML over the systems \(F, M\), and \(D\) was compared with SL delineation over each of the 15 recorded leads. Additionally, SL followed by the post-processing decision rules (SLR) described in Section II-B was applied over 12 leads, and also over the 3 leads in each lead set \((F, M, D)\), but with \(k = 0\) (no protection rules at all).

Since QTDB includes only two leads, ML was applied using loops in the 2-D plane instead of in the 3-D space. Regarding the orthogonality of the available leads, the QTDB was divided into four subgroups: QTDB1—7 records with orthogonal leads from the 12-lead standard system, in which the ML delineation can be applied directly using a 2-D approach; QTDB2—57 records with no identified leads, here assumed to be orthogonal and treated as the ones in QTDB1; QTDB3—34 records with no orthogonal and no parallel leads, which were orthogonalized by constructing a new ECG lead orthogonal to one of the provided leads; QTDB4—7 records with parallel leads, which cannot be orthogonalized, and therefore, will not be considered for the validation (leads I and V5 from the 12-lead standard system).

Additionally, a combined mark was obtained by choosing for each fiducial point the location on the lead with less error (best mark). Although this last approach cannot be considered as a rule to apply in real practice where no reference marks exist, it is a reasonable way to compare the two SL annotation sets with the manual annotations that have been performed having in view all available leads.
Fig. 5. Delineation results in CSEDB: comparison between ML over lead subsets $F$, $M$, and $D$ (darker gray area), SL over each of the 15 available leads, and SLR over the standard 12 leads and over the three orthogonal leads in $F$, $M$, and $D$ (lighter gray area). The symbol $\#$ denotes the number of TP out of 32 reference marks provided (black) or after excluding extreme cases in each approach (gray); results fulfilling loose criterion are marked with $\times$ and fulfilling strict criterion are marked with a star.

Fig. 6. Delineation results in PTBDB: comparison between ML over lead subsets $F$, $M$ and $D$ (darker gray area), SL over each of the 15 available leads, and SLR over the standard 12 leads and over the three orthogonal leads in $F$, $M$, and $D$ (lighter gray area). The symbol $\#$ denotes the number of TP out of 542 reference marks provided (black) or after excluding extreme cases in each approach (gray); results fulfilling loose criterion are marked with $\times$ and those fulfilling strict criterion are marked with a star.
The detection performance was evaluated by calculating the sensitivity $S = 100 \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$, where TP is the number of true positive detections and FN stands for the number of false negative detections. For the CSEDB, $S$ was not calculated given the low number of annotated beats. The delineation error ($\varepsilon$) was taken as the automatically detected boundary minus the respective referee mark, and in each database, the mean ($m_\varepsilon$) and standard deviation ($s_\varepsilon$) of $\varepsilon$ were evaluated across files, considering all TP detections. Additionally, for CSEDB and PTBDB, the aforementioned parameters were also calculated after the exclusion of the 10% most extreme cases, which are likely to be outliers. Concerning QTDB, since several beats are annotated per file, the standard deviation of the error $\varepsilon$ was first calculated across beats for each file and then averaged across record. Thus, for this database, $s_\varepsilon$ stands for the mean standard deviation across files.

According to the recommendations in [8], the standard deviation of the differences from the reference should not exceed certain limits. These values ($2s_{CSE}$) correspond to two standard deviations of the differences between the median of the individual readers’ manual annotations used for constructing CSEDB and were already referred to in this paper as they were used to define search windows in the ML delineation system (Section II-C). In spite of being widely accepted as a way for defining a tolerance for the automatic marks errors dispersion, it is not consensual if an algorithm should accomplish the following.

1) Loose criterion: $s < 2s_{CSE}$ [5], [13]–[15].
2) Strict criterion: $s < s_{CSE}$ [16], [17].

### III. Results

ML approach was applied to each of the three different VCG systems considered ($F$, $M$, and $D$). SL delineation was performed over each of the 15 recorded leads and SL followed by the postprocessing decision rules (SLR) was applied over 12 leads, and also over the three leads in each lead set ($F$, $M$, and $D$). In Figs. 5 and 6, $m_\varepsilon$ and $s_\varepsilon$ in CSEDB and PTBDB, respectively, are plotted, both considering all true positive detections and after excluding the extreme cases. As expected, results from SL denote a high dependency on the specific lead considered. From the strategies based on multiple leads, the SLR over 12 leads is the one that achieves the best performance, especially for QRS boundaries, but with lower sensitivity for T end in PTBDB. SLR over three leads presents a high error dispersion both for QRS complex onset and T-wave end. ML delineation over three orthogonal leads achieved in all datasets better results than most isolated leads, though slightly worse than the best SL result. In most cases, it presented a reduced error dispersion compared to SLR over three leads. In particular, ML over lead set F outperformed any SL-based delineation for T-end delineation.

For the sake of comparison, other published results also validated in CSEDB can be found in Table I. Note that the results reported in [5] and [16] used the described decision rules over the 15 sets of marks, while no information was provided in [13] about which ML rules were used.

Two typical situations for QRS onset delineation are illustrated in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a) is presented a case in which the ML methodology fails, as two out of the three orthogonal leads showed lower errors than the ML approach. This is due to an initial positive wave in the QRS that is not detected in the last step of the iterative method, resulting from a less suited lead direction. This type of errors is, however, not systematic in the presence of small Q/R waves. As a matter of fact, in Fig. 7(b), one can
find a similar case in which the ML achieves an improvement in the delineation, in spite of the noise contamination.

In Tables II and III are presented the values of $S$ and $m_e$, $\bar{s}_e$ in each QTDB subgroup, and the global results (all). It was found that a relative low number of extreme cases were causing a large fraction of the global error. The exclusion of the 10% more extreme files in each approach allowed a generalized improvement in the errors dispersion, with bias increase in some cases.

IV. DISCUSSION

Globally, ML allowed an error dispersion similar to that obtained using SLR over the 12 leads, including other published approaches (Table I). High sensitivity values were
found, resulting from the fact that only a very low number of boundaries were considered to be inconsistent and discarded.

The automatic procedures are marking the QRS onset on CSEDB files later than the referees, as can be seen from the positive bias found in most of the cases. This is likely to be due to situations as the ones illustrated in Fig. 7(a). With respect to the PTBDB files, it is known that the manual QRS onset (all) and T end (85%) reference marks are SL-based in lead II [12]. This is reflected in the lowest bias found for SL over lead II in T-wave end location. Either ML or SLR when compared with SL-based reference marks (PTBDB) show a negative bias for QRS onset and a positive bias for T-wave end. Clearly, this is in accordance with the strategy of using information from multiple leads in order to locate the earliest and the latest signs of ventricular activity.

The ML over the VCG was able to provide, from only three ECG leads, boundary locations as stable as the ones provided by other methods using many more leads. It should be remarked that the proposed method requires the WT calculation of three leads, with delineation procedures involving a variable number of signals. Thus, even by considering fitting and projecting features, the ML strategy is usually more efficient than applying SL to 12 leads, as the number of steps needed is not very high. The number of iterations was low, with mean values between three and four iterations for QRS boundaries and less than two for T boundaries. Thus, the results presented denote a clear performance improvement.

Among the VCG systems considered, lead set F achieved the best global performance. This is in accordance with the results of the “PhysioNet/computers in cardiology challenge 2006: QT interval measurement,” in which the QT interval in a representative beat per file was evaluated over the PTBDB files [4], [11], [18].

With respect to ML delineation using only two leads (QTDB files), global results are similar to the worse SL result for QRS boundaries, thus outperforming the best SL result for T-wave boundaries. Using a 2-D approach over two orthogonal leads seems insufficient for QRS boundaries. The ML delineation of the T wave in files with two orthogonal (or orthogonalized) leads is more stable than using any of the two leads by themselves. Further studies should be carried out to fully evaluate the performance using only two leads.

The methods were validated over the available ML databases with reference annotations, among which only the CSEDB can be considered to have truly ML-based annotations, with the referee considering all leads during the annotation process. In addition to the fact that CSEDB includes just a very limited number of beats, the referees typically tend to base the mark in a dominant clear lead, instead of using combination of them. To have a fairer evaluation of the proposed methods, truly ML manual annotations should be obtained, for instance, by presenting the VCG loop to the referee. These kinds of annotations, which are not available today, will be better matched to the physiological boundary and would allow a better quantification of the true improvement achieved by the proposed ML methods.

V. Conclusion

A novel ML WT-based strategy for ECG boundaries delineation was proposed here and evaluated with respect to the QRS and T-wave boundaries. Using different leads is crucial to locate the global waves boundaries, which can be imperceptible in a particular lead. The automatic proposed ML approach allows to deal with multiple leads, taking advantage of their availability to further improve the delineation, by constructing a WT signal more fitted for the specific boundary location. The ML system provided more robust and more accurate boundaries locations than any electrocardiographic lead by itself and outperformed strategies based on rule selection after SL delineation.

Among VCG systems, the lead set F (directly recorded Frank leads) achieved the best global performance. The results also showed that ML delineation with two orthogonal (or orthogonalized) leads, especially for the T wave, outperforms both SL results, and thus, is better than any possible selection rule for T end delineation. Furthermore, the ML delineation strategies developed are general and can be applied to any orthogonal lead set; the VCG systems considered here were chosen because they are defined by well-known leads, which are likely to be familiar to clinicians; however, any other combination of three orthogonal leads (real or derived) could be used instead. In particular, this method has also been partially validated over the first three principal components, outperforming the results using inverse Dower transformation [19]. Note that techniques based on principal or independent components analysis have been widely used, both for filtering and segmentation of ECG signals [20]–[22].

As far as we know, this is the first delineation system that explicitly constructs a new better suited ECG lead for that purpose, instead of locating the fiducial points in one available lead. This solves the problem of different latencies on the waves’ onsets and ends found in different leads and combine the information provided by the multiple leads, taking advantage of their spacial dependency, and giving a unique annotation for the onset and end of the cardiac electric phenomena. Globally, results within the tolerance bounds were obtained for all boundaries, showing that the proposed methods are quite robust against noise and morphological variations.
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